
 
H O W  D O  Y O U  G O  F R O M  O P E N I N G
F O R  I R O N  M A I D E N  T O  B E C O M I N G

A N  I N S P I R A T I O N A L  S P E A K E R ?

I received feedback from DOZENS of people that they went home (from your presentation) and shared 
your message, story, and learnings with their families. You may have achieved in just a few shows, 

what we would be proud to achieve in months, or years.
- Dale Harris Safety & Security, Nutrien CANADA

www.carldixonspeaks.com   +1-416-579-5901

CARL DIXON's redefining of his life came about literally by accident. "What could be more
important than helping to save lives?" Carl says of his role of inspirational speaker.
Defying all predictions Carl survived traumatic brain injury and 51 other serious injuries after a
head-on car collision in rural Australia in 2008. At the time Carl was lead singer of The Guess
Who. He's probably best known in Canada as frontman of 80's rockers Coney Hatch and for
playing in April Wine for four years. However, one night in Australia Carl was stressed and forgot
- just for a few minutes - that they drive on the other side of the road Down Under. Those few
minutes changed his life. Carl is now involved with the Brain Injury Society of Toronto and similar
organisations that support those with brain injury. Carl has a hole in his head and a skull fracture,
a glass eye and extensive titanium implants in his legs, arm and head. "When you're smacked
down, you're not the same anymore. You're different now. It took a while to figure out - how do I
move forward?" Dixon says he's now at the happiest time in his life and shares his comeback
story with raw honesty and self-effacing humour.
 
Nearly 1,000 Canadians die at work each year and many more are injured in the workplace. 
"My talk is about avoiding injury - don't do it the way I did!" he says of his accident. "It's about
remembering to BE WHERE YOU ARE - in a world of constant distractions and pressure. It's
also about the power of teamwork and looking out for each other because no one succeeds
alone. There are a few vital hard lessons I had to learn. Sharing what I've learned and adding to 
it with music seems to create lasting effects." he says
 
Carl still performs music despite his injuries. He's a published author vis "Strange Way to Live"
(Dundurn Press) and his latest solo album is aptly titled "Unbroken" (AOR Heaven Germany)  -
released in Canada in Feb 2020.
 
Carl's long time manager and best friend Randy wrote these lines about Carl: "I lost an eye now I
see clearer, my legs were broken now I walk straighter, my arm was shattered now I'm stronger."
To chat to Carl email: info@carldixon.com  PH: 1-416-579-5901


